1. MINUTES April 26, 2012  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___  

2. ACTION ITEMS - COURSES

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
2.1 AJ 31 Fingerprint Recognition & Classification  
Course Substantial Revision-Course update  
Ronald Fields  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___  

2.2 AJ 67 Crime Scene Investigation  
Course Substantial Revision-Course update  
Ronald Fields  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___  

2.3 AJ 80 Module III Law Enforcement Basic Course  
Course Substantial Revision-Course update; title change  
Ronald Fields  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___  

2.4 AJ 81 Module II L/E Basic Course  
Course Substantial Revision-Course update; change title; lec/lab hours  
Ronald Fields  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___  

2.5 BUSINESS EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY  
BET 124 Records Management  
Course Substantial Revision-Course update; change lec/lab hrs; units  
Barbara Becker  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___  

ELECTRONICS & COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
2.6 ELCT 132 AC Circuit Theory and Analysis  
Course Substantial Revision-Course update  
Khalid Rubayi  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___  

FIRE TECHNOLOGY
2.7 FIRE 21 CDF Firing Officer 2-234  
Course Deactivation  
Ronald Fields  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___  

2.8 FIRE 29 Oprerations Section Chief S430  
Course Deactivation  
Debra Blanchard  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___  

2.9 FIRE 30 Instruction Techniques for Company Officers  
Course Deactivation  
Ronald Fields  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___  

2.10 FIRE 30A NFA Public Fire Education Planning  
Course Deactivation  
Ronald Fields  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___
2.11 FIRE 33 Fire Line EMT Academy
Course Deactivation
Ronald Fields

2.12 FIRE 40F Bldg Construction/Fire Suppression Forces
Course Deactivation
Ronald Fields

2.13 FIRE 50 Fire Services Supv-Personal Effectiveness
Course Deactivation
Ronald Fields

2.14 FIRE 51 Fire Services Supv-Team Effectiveness
Course Deactivation
Ronald Fields

2.15 FIRE 52 Commanding Initial Response
Course Deactivation
Ronald Fields

2.16 FIRE 5A Fire Co Officers Academy
Course Deactivation
Ronald Fields

2.17 FIRE 5i Ground Support Unit Leader
Course Deactivation
Ronald Fields

2.18 FIRE 60G Incident Command, Initial Attack, S-200
Course Deactivation
Ronald Fields

2.19 FIRE 60H Incident Command Extended Attack, S-300
Course Deactivation
Ronald Fields

2.20 FIRE 60L S-356 Supply Unit Leader
Course Deactivation
Ronald Fields

2.21 FIRE 61A Medical Unit Leader
Course Deactivation
Ronald Fields

2.22 FIRE 61B Basic Air Operations, S-270
Course Deactivation
Ronald Fields

2.23 FIRE 7 First Responder-Medical
Course Deactivation
Debra Blanchard

2.24 FIRE 80 Intro/Wildland Fire
Course Deactivation
Ronald Fields
2.25 FIRE 81 EMT 1-State Fire Marshall  
Course Deactivation  
Ronald Fields  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___

2.26 FIRE 8B EMT - Refresher  
Course Deactivation  
Debra Blanchard  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___

2.27 FIRE 8C EMT -1D, Defibrillation  
Course Deactivation  
Debra Blanchard  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___

2.28 FIRE 99 Chief's Workshop  
Course Deactivation  
Ronald Fields  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___

MATHEMATICS  
2.29 MATH 6 Math Operations  
Course Substantial Revision-Course update; change course number/title; hrs  
Stephen Toner  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___

2.30 MATH 10L Math 10 Laboratory  
New Course  
Stephen Toner  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___

NURSING  
2.31 NURS 223 Nursing Process 3  
Course Substantial Revision-Course update  
Debra Blanchard  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___

PHILOSOPHY  
2.32 PHIL 101 Introduction to Philosophy  
Course Substantial Revision-Course update  
Marc Skuster  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___

2.33 PHIL 109 Introduction to Logic  
Course Substantial Revision-Course update  
Marc Skuster  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___

PSYCHOLOGY  
2.34 PSYC 121 Human Sexuality and Intimacy  
Course Substantial Revision-Course update  
Patricia Jennings  

APPROVE  
Y___ N___  
T___

3. OTHER